
Scene Rules 

All play must be safe sane and consensual. Safe sex supplies are always available for your use
and a first aid kit is also available should something warrant the need for it. 

All various types of Play (wax, rope, etc) are allowed as long as it is done safely and does not
violate rules.

The "Blue room" is limited to 1 hour of usage, if you need more time speak with a dungeon
monitor (DM). Speak to a DM for an estimated wait time as you must check in with them to
reserve your place for the blue room. Members are expected to leave the Blue Room in the
same order in which they found it. Please clean up after play and wipe down the equipment. 

Members are welcome to watch a scene progress as long as they are not intruding on it or
standing over them. Make sure to give space. If a scene is in progress inside the Blue Room
and the curtain is closed that means the individuals would like privacy. Anyone other than
staff opening the curtain at the end of the hour is strictly prohibited. 

Do not interrupt or stop someone else's scene. If you believe it is a matter of safety or
something is wrong or intrusive speak to a DM immediately. 

Risk Aware Consensual Kink (RACK) is allowed in the main dungeon space with the permission
of the DM.  

When using furniture that is provided in the dungeon please make sure it is cleaned when you
are finished with your scene. The club provides disinfecting wipes and sprays. 

For particularly dirty play the club does have a shower available for use and a limited number
of towels. 

How a scene is stopped:
The Chicago Rose honors the traffic light system for all types of play in the club including
RACK and CNC. Green= Continue Play, Yellow= Caution, Red=STOP

The Dungeon house safeword is ROSE . Shouting or saying either will stop the scene
immediately. If you are planning to use a specific safeword or signal, speak to a DM before
your scene. 

Failure to adhere to these house rules could result in a warning , suspension or permanent
ban from the club. 


